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Self-optimizing mechatronic systems are a new class
of technical systems. On the one hand, new challenges
regarding dependability arise from their additional
complexity and adaptivity. On the other hand, their
abilities enable new concepts and methods to improve
the dependability of mechatronic systems. This paper
introduces a multi-level dependability concept for self-
optimizing mechatronic systems and shows how prob-
abilistic planning can be used to improve the availabil-
ity and reliability of systems in the operating phase.
The general idea to improve the availability of au-
tonomous systems by applying probabilistic planning
methods to avoid energy shortages is exemplified on
the example of an innovative railway vehicle.

Keywords: self-optimizing systems, dependability, prob-
abilistic planning, energy management

1. Self-Optimizing Systems and Dependability

Technical systems and machines are designed to fulfill
tasks for humans. The spectrum of tasks and the quality
of task fulfillment is continuously improved by technical
progress. The quality of task fulfillment can be measured
in various dimensions, depending on the current area of
applications. Examples for such dimensions are: time-
liness, resource consumption, processing accuracy (e.g.,
in case of machining tools), or comfort and driving plea-
sure (in case of vehicles). The close integration of electro-
mechanical systems, electronic and information technol-
ogy in mechatronic systems [1] opens new paths to further
improvement: the availability of information and commu-
nication technology enables systems to adapt their behav-
ior to changing environmental settings and user prefer-
ences. We use the term self-optimization to characterize
such systems.

Self-optimizing systems are able to adapt their objec-
tives autonomously [2]. This includes modifying the rel-
ative weighting or ranking of the objectives. Adapting
the objectives must result in an adaptation of the system

behavior. For this purpose, the identified objectives are
transformed into a corresponding optimization problems.
The solutions of the optimization problems indicate the
suitable behavior adaptations. This is realized by adapt-
ing parameters (e.g., changing a control parameter) or the
structure of the system (e.g., replacing the current con-
troller). Hence, a self-optimization process is defined as
an iterative sequence of three actions.

Situation Analysis: Situations include the system’s state
and all observations about its environment.

Determination of Objectives: The relevant objectives
are ranked and weighted. Objectives can be also trans-
formed into side conditions.

Behavior Adaptation: The determination of objectives
results in a formulation of optimization problems which
determine appropriate adaptation of the system behavior.
This adaptation is implemented by changing control pa-
rameters or replacing controller variants.

According to Laprie [3] dependability encompasses
four attributes: safety, reliability, availability and confi-
dentiality. These attributes are integrated in the system
of objectives and may increase the dependability under
consideration of the application and current situation. Re-
garding dependability, self-optimizing mechatronic sys-
tems comprise both: on the one hand, the risk of un-
foreseen failures, due to their complexity and inherent
non-deterministic behavior; on the other hand, the chance
of developing new dependability concepts by using the
paradigm of self-optimization.

An important factor in the dependability of many
mechatronic systems is the assurance of sufficient energy
supply. This paper introduces a multi-level dependabil-
ity concept for self-optimizing mechatronic systems ap-
plied during the operating phase and shows how planning
can be used to implement a pro-active and risk-avoiding
behavior. This method is especially promising to ensure
sufficient energy supply and thus improve the availability
of mechatronic systems. A first version of the approach
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has been introduced in [4].
The next section introduces the multi-level dependabil-

ity concept for self-optimizing mechatronic systems. Sub-
sequently, the importance of the energy storage for the
dependability of mechatronic systems is motivated. The
fourth section introduces our application example, the au-
tonomous railway vehicle RailCab. In Section 5 a plan-
ning concept for mechatronic systems is explained and
that is extended to a probabilistic planning procedure that
is integrated in the dependability concept (Section 6).
Simulation results are presented in Section 7. The last
section presents the conclusion.

2. Related Work

2.1. Planning for Mechatronic System
Although planning is a promising method, it is hardly

used in mechatronic systems. One reason is a signif-
icant difference in the system models. Most planning
approaches model system activities as discrete sequence
of states and activities [5]. In mechatronic systems, the
continuous trajectories of system activities are important.
One possibility is the usage of planning models based
on hybrid automata [6], which integrate discrete change
between modes and continuous evolution of state vari-
ables. Maier and Sachenbacher introduce an application
to mechatronic systems in manufacturing [7]. Consid-
ering the long planning horizon required in the RailCab
system, the information about the future environment is
not precise enough to derive the differential equations re-
quired for the definition of hybrid automata. Hence, a hy-
brid planning architecture was developed [8, 9]. The hy-
brid planning integrates planning and simulation in order
to react to unavoidable plan deviations. The just-in-case
planning introduced in this paper is an important building
block within this architecture.

2.2. Probabilistic Planning
There are various planning algorithms which consider

random variables in the state description and action ef-
fects. Examples of such planning algorithms are Para-
graph [10], Probapop [11], and Weaver [12]. These plan-
ning systems do not support the consideration of an ob-
jective function, which is required to implement the self-
optimization process. Weaver has the most advanced
representation of environmental influences. It includes
exogenous events and a probabilistic model of their in-
fluence towards the action results and dynamically con-
structs a Bayes Network to calculate the joint probability
distribution of the plan. Nevertheless, Weaver does not
include external knowledge about the environment and is
restricted to a priori knowledge included in the action def-
inition.

Thus, all these planning approaches clearly lack the
ability to adapt themselves to changing environmental cir-
cumstances. The approach presented in this contribution
uses a distributed system of expert agents and provides an

integration of up-to-date information about the environ-
ment. Furthermore, the basic concept of the presented ap-
proach to apply a probabilistic plan analysis to determine
threshold values enables the integration of arbitrary de-
terministic planning concept (e.g., state space search like
in the example or meta-heuristics) to provide the original
and alternative plans.

2.3. Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) based on

Markov Chains (MC) can be considered as an approach
for planning under uncertainty. SDP for instance is ap-
plied in optimal control problems for hybrid vehicles [13]
and electric vehicles with hybrid energy storages [14].
Besides a position independent determination of the con-
trol strategy, Johanneson et al. [13] suggest to consider
a position dependent Markov Chain, similar to the sug-
gested agent based approach. Nevertheless, there are
some major difference regarding the presented approach
and SDP. Result of an SDP is an (optimal) policy, which
defines for every possible state from the state space a cor-
responding action which is to be chosen for that case. The
policy selects actions in such a way, that the expected
costs (e.g., fuel consumption [13] or energy losses [14])
of all actions in a finite or infinite horizon are minimized.
Here a problem arises regarding the integration with the
dependability concept introduced in the next section: it is
not possible to specify a threshold that defines the accept-
able probability of a failure. Thus, to integrate a SDP into
the dependability concept a cost model has to be chosen
that results in a corresponding failure probability of the
optimal policy. The selection of such a cost model is not
a trivial problem. Furthermore, the simulation results in
Section 8 show that the planning procedure introduced in
this contribution reduces the failure probability already if
a small number of alternative plans are added. This fea-
ture enables the implementation as an anytime algorithm
and the reliability of the system can be improved with lim-
ited exploration of the state space and thus in limited cal-
culation time. In contrast, SDP usually analyze the com-
plete state space to generate a policy, thus it is not possible
to use intermediate results. Online planning approaches
with partial exploration of the state space exists for sim-
ilar problem models such as partially observable Markov
decision processes [15]. Nevertheless, the consideration
of a threshold probability for failure is even more difficult
to consider in these approaches.

3. Predictive Condition Monitoring

To reduce the risks and exploit the potentials of self-
optimization a predictive condition monitoring policy was
developed. The policy comprises the design phase, the
operating phase and the maintenance phase (cf. [16]).
The main element of the policy in the operating phase
is the Multi-Level Dependability Concept (MLDC) de-
picted in Fig. 1. The MLDC monitors the system state and
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sole objective
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- safe, but tendency to “unsafe”
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optimize dependability

Level III
- critical state
- first emergency measures

Level IV
- potential accident
- safe due to emergency

measures

Fig. 1. Multi-level dependability concept.

classifies occurred errors or predicted perilous states into
four different levels depending on the current hazard sta-
tus (cf. [17]). The difference of the MLDC to other con-
dition monitoring and assessment concepts is the direct
influence on the self-optimization process. Every level
induces a certain impact on the system of objectives. The
levels of the MLDC and the impact on the system of ob-
jectives are explained in detail in the following.

• First level: The system operates in a dependable way.
Dependability is one objective among others.

• Second level: A perilous state is detected. Self-opti-
mization is used to return to the first level. Therefore,
the priority of the affected attribute of dependability
is increased.

• Third level: An error has occurred. First emergency
mechanisms are triggered to reach a safer state. In
the system of objectives, safety is the sole objective
to avoid the failure of the whole system and the con-
sequences involved. The other attributes of depend-
ability may occur as sub-objectives of safety.

• Fourth level: The control over the system is lost.
Mechanisms like emergency routines are executed to
reach a fail-safe state.

An important feature of any implementation of the
MLDC is the transition from the first level to the second
level. The system monitoring must be enabled to identify
perilous states, which possibly result in error states. Fur-
thermore, the self-optimization process must be able to
identify suitable modification of the system objectives to
avoid the occurrence of an error. Therefore, the MLDC is
embedded into a predictive condition monitoring policy,
which is based on the common ISO 17359 policy [18].
The operating phase of the policy is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The first step in the operating phase is taking mea-
surements of the monitored parameters and calculate the
resulting dependability quantities. This information is
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Fig. 2. Condition monitoring.

transmitted on the one hand to a hard real time informa-
tion processing (left branch in Fig. 2). The quantities are
compared immediately with the threshold values of the
MLDC. If the state of the system does not exceed the de-
fined threshold of Level I, the system is in a regular state.
Otherwise, the system performs application specific di-
agnosis and short-term prediction methods to determine
the required action. This process step works in hard real
time, which is necessary to initiate emergency routines.
On the other hand, the quantities are passed to the predic-
tive part of the policy, which works in soft real time (right
branch in Fig. 2). On the basis of further knowledge the
long-term progression of the system is analyzed and the
dependability quantities are updated for a point in time
in the future. For the long-term prognosis a probabilis-
tic planning procedure is used. Afterward, the retrieved
quantities are compared with the MLDC and checked if
the system will still be in Level I for a finite horizon of
time. If the threshold of Level I is exceeded a suitable
proactive measure has to be determined. In the case of the
predictive condition monitoring a different suitable oper-
ation point has to be chosen.

Section 7 will introduce a probabilistic planning proce-
dure that identifies conditions which indicate a transition
from the first to the second level and identifies appropriate
modification of the system objectives.

4. Energy Storage and Dependability

The dependability of systems can be affected by mis-
cellaneous factors. One particular important factor is en-
ergy, as most systems rely on a sufficient supply of energy
for operation. Especially for autonomous systems such as
vehicles or isolated systems, where steady external energy
supply is not possible, energy management is a critical is-
sue. In these applications often an electrical energy stor-
age is installed to store energy for continuous supply or to
compensate for power peaks.

For the availability and thus the dependability of the
system it is indispensable to operate the energy storage
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only in a valid range, especially observing its admissible
State Of Charge (SOC) as well as its maximum power rat-
ings. This is done by an energy management which con-
trols the power demands of the system. It is a serious issue
that the state of charge of the energy storage is dependent
on previous decisions of the system, namely the previous
energy flows of the system components. Inappropriately
chosen operating conditions in the past thus can later lead
to a highly suboptimal operation or even failure of the sys-
tem caused by unavailability of energy.

An energy management that secures the availability of
the energy storage and thus the functionality of the system
can be realized by planning the energy demand of the sys-
tem. The idea is to avoid the heavy constriction by only
slightly restricting the operation of the system at earlier
points in time.

As the power supply of the system is such a significant
factor, it is particularly considered in the dependability
concept. Probabilistic planning of the future power de-
mands of the system offers an intelligent solution at the
first and second level and presents a method to design an
energy management for the system. It maintains full oper-
ability of the system if sufficient energy is available (first
level). In risk of shortage of energy (second level), it takes
actions to save energy and thus leads the system back to
the first level.

Of course, planning cannot eliminate all possible risks.
In case of incorrect planning or unforeseeable energy de-
mand a quick reaction is necessary to prevent a failure.
This can be achieved by a precalculated static priority list
which defines which modules of the system have to be
switched off in which order and which other measures,
e.g., higher energy transfer, have to be applied to lead the
system into the safe range (level three). At this level, no
self-optimization is applied.

If this priority list also fails, the system has to be led
to a fail-safe state, e.g., an emergency stop or fail-safe
minimal operation (fourth level).

5. Application Example: The RailCab System

The RailCab system (Fig. 3) consists of small au-
tonomously driven rail-bound vehicles [19].1 The vehi-
cles encompass several innovative subsystems that are de-
signed to perform specific tasks. This section focuses on
three subsystems: the propulsion system, the hybrid en-
ergy storage system, and the active suspension module.

The propulsion system of the RailCab vehicles is re-
alized by a doubly fed linear drive [20, 21]. The linear
drive is comparable to a sliced asynchronous three-phase
induction motor. The primary motor part called stator is
installed between the rails. The secondary motor part is
mounted to the vehicle. The main idea is to enable the op-
eration of RailCabs with different velocities on the same
stator section. Furthermore, the drive is able to transfer
power from the stator into the vehicle, which leads to the

1. RailCab Project, Paderborn University. Website: www.railcab.de.

Fig. 3. Two RailCab prototypes on the test track.

omission of overhead contact lines or conductor rails.
The primary power supply of the on-board electrical

system of the RailCab is the power transfer via the dou-
bly fed linear motor. However, this power transfer heavily
depends on the operating conditions, thus it may be lim-
ited and to some extend not sufficient. To offer a contin-
uous power supply of the function modules of the Rail-
Cab, a Hybrid Energy Storage system (HES) is installed
on the vehicle. It consists of a combination of nickel
metal hydride batteries and double layer capacitors. Its
main task is to compensate for the difference between the
transferred power of the motor and the power demand of
the modules. In addition to the long-term energy manage-
ment, a storage management determines the power dis-
tribution to both storage types. Probabilistic deviations
in the continuous power flow within a short-term horizon
(track section) can be taken into account [14, 22].

The active suspension module increases the comfort
for passengers. The basic idea of this suspension system
is to omit passive dampers as they would transmit high-
frequency disturbances from the rail-track to the coach
body. Hence, the body is connected to the carriage only
via springs. The necessary forces to damp the coach body
movement are generated by displacing the spring bases
via hydraulic cylinders depending on the current move-
ment of the body. A feed-forward disturbance compen-
sation offers further improvement of the comfort, if data
about the track is known in advance. This data is acces-
sible from track agents and gained from previous runs
of other vehicles on the regarded track section. Self-
optimization within the active suspension module intro-
duces a degree of freedom, that is used as running exam-
ple in this paper. In [23] a multiobjective optimization re-
garding the trade-off between provided comfort and con-
sumed energy is introduced. The multiobjective optimiza-
tion considers two objective function f1(t) and f2(t):

f1(t) =
1
T
·
∫ T

τ=t−T
∑

i
|Wi(ai(τ))|dt . . . . (1)

f2(t) =
1
T
·
∫ T

τ=t−T
∑

j
Phydr, j(τ)dt. . . . . (2)

The objective function in Eq. (1) is to be minimized in
order to optimize the traveling comfort. It represents the
weighted average body acceleration in vertical (i = 1) and
lateral (i = 2) direction and the weighted angular accel-
eration in rolling direction (i = 3). The objective of min-
imizing the energy consumption is expressed in Eq. (2).
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Fig. 4. Results of the offline multi-objective optimization
( f1 and f2 from Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively).

It describes the average hydraulic power of all cylinders
of the suspension module and can be mapped on a cor-
responding electrical energy consumption. Fig. 4 shows
two examples of Pareto-sets in the objective space for typ-
ical track sections: track type A is a smooth track while
track B represents a rough track with considerable amount
of disturbances arising from the track. It can be seen that
the trade-off regarding energy consumption and comfort
depends on the track type. Considering this difference, a
mechanism is required to make efficient use of the limited
energy resources. These points in the Pareto-space cor-
respond to configuration of the active suspension module
including parameters such as compensation rate or work-
ing pressure of the hydraulic system.

6. Planning in the RailCab System

Planning refers to a process that determines the future
state of something and, more specifically, is about iden-
tification of a future course of actions to accomplish a
goal [24]. In case of the RailCab system, planning is re-
lated to the task of traveling from a location A to an loca-
tion B. The most appropriate route (e.g., the shortest path)
in the railway network is provided by a logistics planning
and scheduling systems. Hence, we consider the RailCab
traveling along a number of consecutive track sections. A
track section is as a cut-out from the network, which has
homogeneous features (e.g., track excitation, slope, etc.)
and does not contain a switch (cf. [8]). The planning pro-
cedure selects for each track section on a given route and
each sub-module within the RailCab an appropriate be-
havior for each sub-module. The behavior is described by
alternative operation points, which can be derived from
offline (prior-to operation) Pareto-optimization. Hence,
an operation point defines a specific trade-off between
several objective functions and the consumption of re-
sources, e.g., energy. For instance, the Pareto-optimal set-
tings of the active suspension in Fig. 4 can be interpreted
as operation points of the sub-module active suspension.
Fig. 5 shows an example state space defined by three oper-
ation points: for each track section an operation point has
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Fig. 5. Sketch of a search space with 3 operation points.

to be selected. With the expected energy transfer, the sub-
sequent state of charge SOC of the energy storage module
before entering the next track section can be calculated.
During planning, both SOC ∈ [0 . . .100] and energy trans-
fer Δi

SOC ∈ [−100 . . .100] from or to the storage are mod-
eled as discrete variables. The discrete values refer to a
percentage of the entire capacity of the energy storage,
such that SOCi = 80 refers to a situation in which the en-
ergy storage holds 80% of its capacity and a transfer of
Δi

SOC = −10 means that additional 10% of the capacity
are transfered from the storage to the energy consuming
modules, resulting in a new state of charge SOCi+1 = 70.
The planning procedure has to select the operation points
in such a way that the plan is feasible (e.g., energy storage
is never empty) and an accumulated utility value (e.g., de-
rived from Eq. (1)) of all operation points is maximized.

Since operation points are selected solutions from a
Pareto-set, they correspond to a specific weighting of ob-
jective values. The actual possible values such as energy
consumption and comfort value depend on the specific en-
vironmental settings and track properties. To limit the
amount of data to define an operation point and collect
enough empirical data, track sections are not considered
individually, but grouped in classes according to topo-
graphical properties and previously experienced objective
values and energy consumptions. A joint classification
of track sections enables faster exploration and more re-
cent information since track sections are more frequently
visited. To determine a specific control regime for a spe-
cific track section, the relative weighting defined by the
Pareto-set regarding a typical track section is used to de-
rive a single objective optimization problem using online
information about the track section. Hence, the planning
procedure uses only expected values and the actual en-
countered values will differ during the execution. If the
deviations grow large, it is possible that failure and en-
ergy shortages occur.

7. Just-In-Case-Planning Combined with the
MLDC

The term just-in-case planning refers to the idea to pro-
vide proactively alternative plans for the case that specific
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deviations occur during the execution of the plan. Thus,
just-in-case planning corresponds to conditional planning
as originally introduced by Warren [25] and enriched by
probabilistic information by various works (for instance
cf. [26, 27]). It basically constructs a plan with branches,
where each branch is annotated with a condition (Fig. 6).
If the condition becomes true during execution, the sys-
tem executes the corresponding branch.

Figure 7 gives an overview of the planning procedure
and its output. Just-in-case planning encompasses three
main procedures which are executed in a closed loop. In
the the first step, the initial plan is generated. The plan-
ning procedure (e.g., search based or any heuristic or meta
heuristic such as Genetic Algorithm or Simulated Anneal-
ing) explores the state space introduced in the previous
section and returns a linear sequence of operation points
and resulting states, linking the first and the last track sec-
tion of a route. In order to construct this linear sequence,
the state changes induced by operation points are consid-
ered to be deterministic. In the second step, this deter-
ministic model is transformed into a probabilistic model,
considering the energy transfer for each operation point
and the state of charge of the storage system as random
variable. In the third step, the probabilistic model is ex-
ploited to validate the plan against a threshold probability
p of failure (SOC = 0) and to identify specific SOCi val-
ues that (1) occur with a probability above the threshold
and (2) increase the probability of a failure. These SOCi
define a state and a condition in the plan, from which an
alternative plan branches from the original plan. Those

alternative plans are proactively generated and recursively
hedged against the risk of failure.

The just-in-case planning contributes to the multi-level
dependability concept (Section 3) by identifying condi-
tions under which the RailCab should adjust its behavior:
the conditions define transitions from the first to the sec-
ond level by prioritizing the dependability related objec-
tive safe energy in the alternative plans.

The planning process covers all three steps of the self-
optimization process and defines a system of objectives
for each track section.

Situation Analysis (1): Collect information about the
route sections.

Objective Determination: Identify alternative plans
(with branching conditions) with respect to possible dis-
crete state trajectories.

Situation Analysis (2): Monitor the current execution
trajectory.

Behavior Adaption: If the monitoring perceives a
branching condition, the RailCab switches to the corre-
sponding alternative plan.

7.1. Building the Probabilistic Model
The generation of the deterministic plan is done by a

modified search procedure that explores the state space
shown in Fig. 5. Deviations from the deterministic plan
are caused by not exactly known or unknown environ-
mental influences. Bayes Networks are a feasible ap-
proach to build a probabilistic model of environmental
influences and the energy transfer resulting from the op-
eration points. A Bayes Network is a graphical represen-
tation of a joint probability distribution over several ran-
dom variables represented by the node set N and directed
edges {n1,n2} denote that the probability distribution of
n2 depends on the actual value of n1 [28].

Each pair of operation point and track type in the deter-
ministic planning model corresponds to one Bayes Net-
work describing the conditional probability distribution
P(Δi

SOC|εi) with Δi
SOC denoting the change in the state of

charge (transfer from or to the storage) and εi the rele-
vant environmental influences towards the RailCab. Thus,
the Bayes Networks of operation points and track types
enable the inference of the probability distribution in the
change of state of charge (ΔSOC) from the probability dis-
tribution of the environmental influences. Determining an
updated probability distribution of ΔSOC given some evi-
dence about the current or expected environmental influ-
ences on track section is standard inference procedure of
Bayes Network. In our work, we used Pearl’s message
passing algorithm [29]. Fig. 7 gives an overview of the
probabilistic plan model. States are modeled as discrete
random variables SOCi ∈ [0 . . .100] and the Bayes Net-
work of the corresponding pair of operation points and
track type links SOCi to SOCi+1.

Given a discrete probability distribution of SOCi at the
start of start section i the probability that SOCi+1 equals

10 Journal of Robotics and Mechatronics Vol.24 No.1, 2012
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Table 1. Simplified example of determining the probabilistic state variable SOCi +1 from the previous probabilistic state SOCi and
the probability distribution of the energy consumption Δi

SOC.

Δi
SOC = −10 Δi

SOC = +10
Event Probability SOCi+1 Event Probability SOCi+1

SOCi = 50 A 0.3 ·0.6 = 0.18 50−10 = 40 C 0.3 ·0.4 = 0.12 50+10 = 60
SOCi = 30 B 0.7 ·0.6 = 0.42 30−10 = 20 D 0.7 ·0.4 = 0.28 50+10 = 40

Supporting Events Resulting Probability
SOCi+1 = 20 B 0.42
SOCi+1 = 40 A, D 0.18+0.28 = 0.46
SOCi+1 = 60 C 0.12

any integer value x ∈ [0 · · ·100] can be calculated by:

P(SOCi+1 = x)

=
100

∑
( j=−100)

P(Δi
SOC = j|εi) ·P(SOCi = x− j) . (3)

The probability of the random event SOCi+1 = x can be
calculated by summing up all elementary events regard-
ing the energy consumption Δi

SOC and the previous SOC,
SOCi that result in the value x. By multiplying the proba-
bility of a specific energy consumption Δi

SOC = j with the
corresponding SOCi = x− j, the probability of all such
elementary events resulting in SOCi+1 = x can be calcu-
lated. Obviously, Eq. (3) assumes the independence of the
two events Δi

SOC = j and P(SOCi = x− j). This assump-
tion is appropriate since P(SOCi) is determined by Δi−1

SOC
and any dependability must be caused by similar environ-
mental influences (by proximity in both place and time)
and hence Δi−1

SOC and Δi
SOC are conditionally independent

given these similar environmental influences.
A small and simplified example gives a better impres-

sion of the probabilistic plan structure. We assume only
two possible values SOCi with P(SOCi = 50) = 0.3 and
P(SOCi = 30) = 0.7 and consequently P(SOCi = x) = 0.0
for all other values x. Furthermore, we assume only two
possible values of Δi

SOC with P(Δi
SOC = −10) = 0.6 and

P(Δi
SOC = +10) = 0.4 and P(Δi

SOC = x) = 0.0 for all other
values y. Table 1 shows how according to Eq. (3) the
probability of elementary events is calculated and how
the probability of possible values of SOCi+1 is calcu-
lated by summing up the probabilities of the correspond-
ing elementary events. Obviously, in a real planning run
there will be usually much more possible values for both
the state variable SOCi and the energy transfer Δi

SOC and
hence more calculations necessary.

The probability distribution of SOCi can be calculated
for each track section i by starting from a predetermined
probability distribution of the first state of the plan.

7.2. Identification of Branching States
A branching condition is defined by a threshold value

of SOCi. If SOCi is below or equal to this threshold value,
the RailCab should choose a specific alternative plan for
the remaining route. The combination of a branching con-

dition and an alternative plan is referred to as a branch in
the conditional plan. To determine the branching condi-
tion, it is necessary to determine the most likely explana-
tion for a state of charge below a value y (SOCi+1 ≤ y)
in terms of the previous SOCi. For instance, the probabil-
ity of an empty energy storage SOC f ≤ 0 after the final
track section is checked. The value of SOC f−1 which is
the most likely explanation for the empty storage is than
determined for y = 0 by:

max
x∈[1···100]

: P(SOCi ≤ x) ·P(Δi
SOC ≥ (x− y)) . (4)

To obtain the most likely explanation for SOCi+1 ≤ y
it is again necessary to analyses the combinations of the
previous state of charge SOCi and the energy consump-
tion Δi

SOC: a specific value SOCi = x results in a state
new state of charge SOCi+1 ≤ y if the energy consump-
tion Δi

SOC is greater than or equal to the difference be-
tween the two values SOCi = x and SOCi+1 = y. But of
course, all other possible SOCi < x will also result in a
new state of charge SOCi +1 ≤ y below y given these en-
ergy consumptions. Hence, the probabilities P(SOCi ≤ x)
and P(Δi

SOC ≥ x−y) are combined in order to get the most
likely explanation for a new state of charge SOCi+1 ≤ y.
The process of branching condition identification starts in
the final state of a plan. An empty energy storage is as-
sumed (assumed evidence P(SOC f = 0) = 1). The Bayes
Network of the corresponding operation point and track
type is used to identify the most likely explanation for an
empty energy storage referring to SOC f−1 at the start of
the previous track section (according to Eq. (4)). Mov-
ing backwards in the plan, the most likely explanation of
all identified branching conditions is determined. If the
probability of the branching condition is beyond a thresh-
old probability p, the condition is added to the list of open
branching conditions.

7.3. Resulting Plan Structure
While planning time is available (the RailCab travel

did not start), the planning procedure continuously de-
termines alternative plans for identified branching points.
By recursively applying the analysis to alternative plans, a
plan structure as shown in Fig. 8 is generated. Several al-
ternative plans (A, B, C) starting from different track sec-
tions are generated. For each step in a plan correspond-
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Fig. 8. Conditional plan structure.

ing to a track section i (i ∈ {0, . . . ,3} in Fig. 8), these
plans define a number of alternative operation points with
corresponding conditional values. Hence, for each condi-
tional value the corresponding behavior adaption (chang-
ing operation points) is proactively determined. In ac-
cordance with the condition monitoring concept of the
MLDC (Fig. 2), the conditional values are monitored dur-
ing operation: if the currently measured SOCi is below
any conditional value, the RailCab changes from the first
level of the dependability concept to second level and
selects the plan attached to the smallest condition value
equal to or above the actual value of SOCi. Consequently,
each available alternative operation point has a number of
possible preceding state, defined by the conditional value
attached to the plan and the next smaller conditional value
of another branch. Thus, the operation point for the cur-
rent track section i is selected in such a way that the failure
situation of an empty energy storage is avoided (below the
threshold probability). The same selection process is re-
peated on the next track sections.

This structure enables the RailCab also to return to the
first level of the dependability concept and to use plans
with higher energy consumption (and hence higher objec-
tive value), if meanwhile less energy was consumed than
assumed and hence the subsequent SOC j, j > i is not be-
low any conditional value. Thus, the quality of system
behavior is degraded gracefully and always reflects the
current risk of an empty energy storage.

8. Simulation Results

For simulation experiments, rather small planning
problems with just 9 operations points, 10 different track
types and 100 track sections were considered. The op-
eration points are derived from the offline multiobjective
optimization of the active suspension module (cf. Fig. 4,
complete data given in Appendix A). The behavior of the
propulsion module is assumed to be fixed. Hence, each
operation point corresponds to a trade-off regarding the
comfort (Eq. (1)) and change in the state of charge SOCi
resulting from the energy consumption of the active sus-
pension (Eq. (2)) and fixed consumption or surplus of the
propulsion module. The planning procedure maximizes

Windblast # Passenger Track
Condition

Temperature

Energy
Transfer

RailCab Agent Model

Track Agent Model

Windblast # Passenger Track
Condition

Environmental Parameter

Causal Dependency

Queried Variable

Agent Communication

Fig. 9. Structure of the probabilistic model for experiments.

the comfort value while maintaining the state of charge
feasible (100 > SOCi > 0). The limited problem size
enabled the optimal solution of the problems and hence
the definition of a definite upper-bound for the results.
The initial planning procedure is a modified breadth-first-
search that is able to find the optimal solution of a deter-
ministic planning problems.

Figure 9 shows the structure of the Bayes Networks
used in the experiments. The probabilistic model is split
into two parts: environmental parameters and the internal
model of the RailCab, representing the energy consump-
tion or production of each operation mode. The environ-
mental model contains probability distribution regarding
the weather conditions (wind blasts, temperature), derived
track condition, and a forecast of the number of passen-
gers. This splitting of the probabilistic model enables the
application of a system of distributed expert agents pro-
viding up-to-date probability distribution for each track
section (for details cf. [30]). Basically, the up-to-date
probability distributions are sent via message communi-
cation by the expert agents and replace their counterparts
in the vehicle model. The simulated probabilistic deflec-
tions of energy transfer are rather high and the assumed
initial SOC was between 5% and 13% above the minimal
required energy to travel route. These configurations as-
sured to obtain a significant number of threatening plan
executions. Branching conditions were added to the list if
their probability was above a threshold value. A heuristic
procedure generated the alternative plans, replacing op-
eration points with operation points lower consumption,
until the failure probability was below the threshold value.
Each generated plan was tested in 100 Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation runs.

Figure 10 shows the impact of two planning param-
eters: the threshold probability and the number of con-
sidered branches. If the risk of an empty storage is be-
low the threshold probability, a plan is accepted with-
out adding new branching conditions and plans. Hence,
a lower threshold probability corresponds to more risk-
avers plans. The number of branches reflects the im-
pact of limited planning time. Less planning time results
in fewer branching plans. The left diagram in Fig. 10
shows the failure probability depending on the threshold
value and the number of branches in the plan repository.
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(i) Failed plan executions (%) (c), depending on threshold value (a),
and number of branches (b)

(ii) Deviation from optimal result (c), depending on threshold prob-
ability (a), and number of branches (b)

Fig. 10. Experimental results just-in-case-planning.

Both variables show a significant impact on the number
of failed plan executions: the number of failed execu-
tions quickly decreases with higher number of branches
and lower threshold probabilities. The second diagram
in Fig. 10 shows the impact of the variables on the plan
quality. To measure the plan quality, each simulation run
was transformed into a deterministic planning problem
with the experienced energy transfers and then solved op-
timally. This optimal result under perfect knowledge de-
fines a theoretical upper bound for the problem under un-
certainty. It can be seen that the correlation between the
two parameters and the plan quality are rather weak. Only
extreme values of threshold and number of branches re-
duce the plan quality significantly. The reason is that the
RailCab will often change to very risk-averse plans which
consequently have poor utility values. Hence, there is a
fundamental trade-off between reliability and plan qual-
ity.

Regarding run-times, the initialization of Bayes Net-
works (including reading files) took in average 5.60 ms
for 100 tracks (3.39 ms for 25 tracks, 4.52 ms for 50
tracks) and the maximal measured value was 78 ms.2 The
subsequent analysis took in average 8.37 ms for 100 track
sections (3.45 ms for 25 tracks, 3.56 ms for 50 tracks)
and the worst value was 31 ms. Since the probabilis-
tic analysis is always applied to complete plans defining
one operation point for each track section, the run-time
of the analysis is independent from the number of alter-
native operations modes, a clear benefit of the separation
of planning and probabilistic analysis. The generation of
an alternative plan took between 1.63 ms (25 tracks and
threshold value 0.4) and 250 ms (100 tracks and threshold
value 0.0001).

2. All time measurements on this paper were made on a desktop PC with
an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU (2.99 GHz), 8 GB RAM, Windows 7 64 Bit,
and JVM 1.6 using a single thread implementation.

9. Conclusion

This paper introduced a new class of technical systems:
self-optimizing mechatronics. The complexity and the in-
herent non-determinism of the systems call for new de-
pendability concepts. Thus, a multi-level dependability
concept for self-optimizing mechatronic systems has been
defined. An important element of the multi-level con-
cept is the prioritization of dependability related objec-
tives within the process of self-optimization. Especially
for systems with autonomous energy supply, the early de-
tection of perilous states is crucial to maintain the avail-
ability and reliability of the systems.

The autonomous railway vehicle RailCab was intro-
duced as demonstration system. A planning concept for
the RailCab system was briefly explained and extended
to a probabilistic planning, which is able to detect possi-
ble flaws in deterministic plans and creates plan branches
and conditional values. The conditional values indicate
the necessity to adapt the current objectives of the mecha-
tronic systems and the plan branches define appropriate
modification of the system of objectives. Compared to
conventional probabilistic planners, the introduced algo-
rithm is able to include up-to-date information provided
by expert agents. Simulation results show that the in-
troduced algorithm can improve the dependability and in
particular the availability of autonomous systems.
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Appendix A. Operation Modes and Track
Sections for Experiments

Table 2 shows the operation modes used in the exper-
iments. They were derived from a multi objective op-
timization for the active suspension module. Different
track types were generated by varying the amplitude of
the track excitation profile. During experiments, it is as-
sumed that all track section have the same length.
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